2014

amazing 2014
Fifteen years ago, Liquid Force entered
the kiteboarding industry with the gamechanging Liquid Force Picklefork. A truly
revolutionary twintip shape for the time, it
made kiting a whole lot easier and accessible,
and enabled pros and amateurs to progress
like never before. Ever since, we’ve been on
a relentless mission to continually deliver
the next level in performance, year after
year. For 2014, we are proud to present
our most evolved product lineup ever!
While we have come a long way since the
days of the Picklefork and our first kite (which
was released a year later), many of our 2014
products are ahead of their time too. From reengineered kites with groundbreaking bridles
to state-of-the-art bindings and footpad/
strap setups to revolutionary kite surfboard
shapes to the industry’s largest selection of
twintip boards, this year’s product lineup is
teeming with innovation, offering the next
level in performance, comfort and durability.
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jason slezak

Dedicated to showcasing and progressing the sport, as well as assisting in the
develop of all our products, the Liquid Force Team loves kiteboarding just like you.
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brandon scheid
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manuela jungo
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lf. kite. tech

From safety, bridles and inflation to design and materials, Liquid
Force kites offer cutting-edge components.

Synergy Struts: The new Synergy Struts
add extra rigidity to the canopy profile for
an ultra-responsive, direct feel.

ADJUSTABLE DIRECT STEERING: With
adjustable connection points on the trailing
edge, you can customize bar pressure and
turning speed to fit your needs.
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Low-Profile Cascade Bridle: Redesigned
for 2014, this low-profile bridle system will
never tangle with wingtips, and delivers
high-end range, immediate response, and
smooth, predictable power.
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Dura-X Rip-Stop Fabric: Double laminated,
high strength-to-weight ratio rip-stop
canopy material. On the NRG only.
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Bomb-proof Construction: Built with the
finest materials and most durable design,
all of our kites feature a fully glued-andstitched overlapping canopy assembly, a
balanced Dacron reinforcement-to-weight
ratio, double-layer Dacron leading edge, and
molded-EVA leading edge bumpers.
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T9600 Canopy: Liquid Force Techno Force
technology features Teijin Ripstop T9600
material, ensuring continued high-end
performance.
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Max Flow Inflation: Inflating your kite
should be easy, and with the exclusive
Liquid Force Max Flow valve and pump system, it is! The widemouthed setup is nearly
effortless and 40 percent faster.

CPR CONTROL BAR: The CPR Control Bar
utilizes a non-mechanical Centerline Push
Release (CPR), making it the most trustworthy on the market. Plus, it’s loaded with
other safe, simple, and reliable features.
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lf. kite. wind range

The following wind ranges for Liquid Force kites are based upon a
175lb (79kg) person riding a standard twintip kiteboard.

Most kitesurfers have 2-3 kites to cover all situations.
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lf. kite. envy

Ultimate All-Terrain Kite

A Delta-hybrid profile
B 3-strut design
C low aspect ratio
Sizes: 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10.5 / 12 / 13.5/ 15 meter
Loaded with new features for 2014, the fifth generation, lightweight Envy offers outstanding stability, drift
and do-it-all response. New for 2014, the Envy features
Synergy Struts fused with an ultra-strong Techno Force
T9600 canopy, re-engineered swept wingtips, and the
pulley-free Low-Profile Cascade Bridle that creates a direct
feel and eliminates bridle tangles. The result? Optimized
safety, enhanced auto relaunch, plus smooth, predictable
power delivery, increased high-end wind range, and extra
rigidity for faster response, pivotal turning, direct feel,
and superior downwind drift. Like all other Liquid Force
kites, the three-strut Envy features our durable Bombproof Construction, lightning-fast Max Flow inflation system, and the super-safe CPR Control System. Excelling in
everything from gusty storm winds out in the surf to a
thermal breeze in a pristine lagoon, the 2014 Envy offers
ultra-stable flight and smooth, powerful response — for
guaranteed good times.

lf. kite. nrg

POWER ON COMMAND

A flat, powerful profile
B 4-strut design
C high aspect ratio
Sizes: 6 / 8 / 10 / 12 meter
Delivering smooth power, potent lift, and a precise feel,
the 2014 NRG is truly a freestyle/freeride dream kite.
With it’s ultra-flat, shallow profile, this third-generation
NRG is built on an efficient four-strut platform, which lets
the kite fly more forward in the window, offering superior
upwind performance, fast sweeping turns, and exhilarating lift for mega air and solid low-end pull. New for 2014
is our Low-profile Cascade Bridle, which features smooth
power delivery, immediate response, direct connections,
and it eliminates the possibility of wingtip-bridle wraps.
And like all other Liquid Force kites, the NRG features
durable construction, single-point Max Flow inflation and
our super-safe CPR Control System. If you are looking for
pure riding excitement in an easy-to-use package, then
the NRG is your kite. From freestyle to freeride to kiting
in surf, the NRG delivers all-out fun.

lf. kite. nrg light breeze
LIGHTWIND EXCITEMENT

A light wind
B easy to fly
C fast & efficient
Sizes: 14 / 16 meter
No one wants to be left on the beach watching light-wind
action. That’s where the NRG Light Breeze comes in,
offering all the high-performance features and durability
of the NRG kite in a larger, grunty, highly responsive flat
profile, which is optimized for light wind. Flying forward
in the wind window, this efficient four-strut kite delivers
outstanding upwind capability and extremely fast turning
for its size. Easy to relaunch in the lightest of breeze,
the NRG Light Breeze offers exceptional low-end power,
and by installing the 7-meter extensions, you’ve got 30
meters of line total, for maximum sweep and lift. The NRG
Light Breeze brings all the freestyle and freeride fun of
the NRG to light-wind conditions.

lf. kite. hifi x

LEGENDARY C-KITE PERFORMANCE

A PURE C-KITE performance
B 5-STRUT design
C medium aspect ratio
Sizes: 5 / 7 / 9 / 11 / 13 / 15 meter
Sought after by the most demanding freestyle and competitive riders, the 2014 HiFi X is exactly what’s needed
for throwing massive kiteloops, new school technical
tricks, or an all-out freestyle throwdown. With its highcaliber, precise feel, this legendary five-line kite delivers
banging performance, including explosive pop, light bar
pressure, controllable slack, and a direct C-kite feel. Flying at the center edge of the wind window, the HiFi now
features adjustable trailing edge connections for custom
turning speed and bar impulse/feedback. Learning a new
trick and crashing over and over? No worries! The Liquid
Force Bomb-Proof Construction runs through the HiFi X
and will give you confidence for hard crash after hard
crash. The HiFi X is designed to take your riding to the
next level — and beyond.

lf. kite. cpr control bar

SAFE, PROVEN & RELIABLE

A 100 % depower
B easy to use
C adaptable
Sizes: 45cm / 50cm / 55cm
Safety, simplicity, and reliability. That’s what you can expect from the CPR Control System, which is designed for
all Liquid Force kites. Featuring an exclusive non-mechanical push-away safety release, the LF control bar is the
most trustworthy setup on the market. With a smooth,
push-away action below the bar, all of our kites will depower 90 percent when leashed to the trim strap, and a
full 100 percent when connected to the safety depower
ring. Incorporating an easy-to-reach, below-the-bar trim
system, the CPR Control System minimizes clutter and
offers ergonomic power adjustment and lock-off. Other
key features include a self-indexing chicken loop, removable spreader bar pin, ergonomic EVA grips, auto-spin flying line swivel, kook-proof attachments, and strong and
stretch-resistant German-engineered 20-meter lines with
3-meter extensions. Available in 4- and 5-line options.

lf. kite. cpr control bar tech
Coated Leader Lines:
Thick and soft high-grade coated
leader lines for rider protection.

Full EVA Winders & Floats:
Oversized EVA winders and floats
offer rider safety and protection,
and efficient line management.

Ergonomic EVA Grip:
A soft, comfortable grip with
ridges so you know which side of
the bar is up.
Self-Indexing Molded Chicken
Loop With Removable Pin:
Whenever you unhook, the molded
chicken-loop automatically re-orients
itself for easy hooking in. And to
stay hooked in, simply pop the pin
into your spreader bar.
Below-the-Bar Trim:
With an easy-to-reach, belowthe-bar trim system, the CPR
Control System minimizes clutter
and offers ergonomic power
adjustment and lock-off.

The LF control bar is the most trustworthy
setup on the market.

DCP 300 Lines:
German engineered, our DCP
300 flying and steering lines
are coated for reduced tangle,
and offer stretch resistance,
and color coding for Goof Proof
setup. Featuring 20-meter lines
with 3-meter extensions.
Auto-Spin Swivel:
Ceramic self-flushing autospin swivel to ensure twistand friction-free performance.
Sliding, Adjustable Stopper Ball:
Easy to reach, the sliding stopper
ball delivers the ultimate on-thefly throw adjustment.
Non-Mechanical Push-Away
Safety Release:
With a smooth, push-away
action of the Centerline Push
Release, all of our kites will
depower a full 100 percent
when connected to the safety
depower ring and 90 percent
when leashed to the trim strap.
There are zero moving parts
such as pins, balls, or bungees
that can deteriorate, corrode or
get jammed with debris.
US Patent #6,988,694.

lf. board. tech

With three different types of cores in our extensive board lineup, we offer a high-performance and
durable board for every rider size, style, preference and budget.
WOOD CORE CONSTRUCTION
Delivers responsive performance, in a strong,
lightweight design.

WOOD-COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION
Featuring a high-performance board feel and
response.

1. Sublimated top sheet, for vibrant durable
graphics and M6 three-pack inserts for
precise width and stance angles.

1. Printed matte nylon or sublimated top
sheet, for vibrant, lightweight graphics and
M6 three-pack inserts for precise width and
stance angles.

1. Printed matte nylon or sublimated top
sheet, for vibrant, lightweight graphics and
M6 three-pack inserts for precise width and
stance angles.

2. Biax longitudinal reinforcement strips for
ultra durability and flex integrity.

2. Biax longitudinal reinforcement strips for
ultra durability and flex integrity.

2. Biax longitudinal reinforcement strips for
ultra durability and flex integrity.

3. Two full layers of biax glass (above and
below core) for torsional strength and
rigidity.

3. Biax/triax glass (full layers on both sides
of the core) for torsional rigidity and even
flex.

3. Biax/triax glass (full layers on both sides
of the core) for torsional rigidity and even
flex.

4. PU-injected core for a reduced-weight
durable board.

4. CNC’d wood core for a lively and energetic
feel with the best strength-to-weight ratio.

4. CNC’d wood/PVC composite core for
optimized, proprietary flex and the best
strength-to-weight ratio.

COMPRESSION-MOLDED CONSTRUCTION
Delivering
bomb-proof
construction
and direct rider feel that’s perfect for
progression.

5. Sublimated bottom sheet.

5. Liquid Force’s exclusive Liquid Rail for
impact durability.
6. Printed matte nylon or sublimated base.
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6. Sublimated base or Liquid Force Grind Base.
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5. Liquid Force’s exclusive Liquid Rail for
impact durability.
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lf. board. element

WORLD-CLASS PERFORMANCE

A low rocker
B stiff flex
C full wood core
133 x 41 / 136 x 41.5 / 139 x 42 CM
Designed by legendary wakeboard
and
kiteboard shaper Jimmy Redmon with
input from PKRA rider Christophe Tack,
the lightweight Element features an ultrashallow concave center with quad-channeled
tips, delivering explosive pop, fast landings,
upwind projection, lightning-quick response,
and full-bore freestyle/freeride performance.

lf. board. influence

lf. board. lfx

A Medium rocker
B mid flex
C full wood core

A medium rocker
B soft flex
C wood-composite core

ALL-TERRAIN FUN

133 x 41 / 137 x 42 / 141 x 42.5 CM
Ultra versatile and smooth riding, our do-itall kiteboard turns four this year. Featuring
a flex-pattern makeover, you can expect
a more precise feel, explosive pop off the
water, and a smooth ride through chop. With
a state-of-the-art outline and bottom shape,
the Influence offers efficient upwind drive,
soft landings, and a flowing surfy feel.

BOMB-PROOF PRECISION

134 x 41 / 138 x 42 / 142 x 43 CM
Featuring the same design as the Influence,
the LFX delivers ultimate durability and
performance. With a softer flex pattern, the
LFX absorbs chop even better and presses
rails like no other. Complete with a Liquid
Force Grind Base, the LFX can handle rocky
launches and will withstand the harshest of
conditions.

lf. board. bliss

lf. board. focus

A medium rocker
B soft flex
C wood-composite core

A low rocker
B mid flex
C full wood core

PURE PERFROMANCE FOR THE LADIES

129 x 39.5 / 134 x 40.5 CM
Smooth and versatile, the Bliss brings the
ultimate do-it-all board to women. Modeled
after the tried-and-true Influence, the Bliss
features a medium rocker profile and a reengineered soft flex pattern, delivering powerful
pop, a super-precise feel, cushy landings, stellar
grip, efficient upwind projection, and bouncefree glide through chop.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE SIMPLICITY

130 x 40 / 134 x 41 / 138 x 42 / 142 x 42.5 CM
Brand new to our lineup, the Focus is packed
with
performance-enhancing
features,
delivering a banger versatile feel for allaround riders. For outstanding pop-andrelease performance and fast and efficient
upwind riding, this low-rocker, medium
flex board has a flat bottom with mid-grip
channels and channeled tips.

lf. board. drive

lf. board. over drive

A low rocker
B mid flex
C full wood core

A minimal rocker
B mid flex
C full wood core

PERFORMANCE & PROGRESSION

132 x 39 / 136 x 40 / 140 x 41.5 / 144 x 42

Engineered to transform a kiter’s riding
in a short period of time, the Drive packs
a potent, empowering punch. Offering the
ultimate value-to-performance ratio, the
Drive features many of our most advanced
technologies, and is optimized specifically
for progression, staying upwind, jumping,
and doing air transitions. All fun all the time!

LIGHT-WIND FREEDOM

142 x 45 / 148 x 45.5 CM

New to our board lineup, the Over Drive brings
high-end freestyle performance to the lightwind arena. Featuring a non-offset stance,
minimal rocker, a hearty width, mid flex, and
a profiled wood-core with flat bottom, the
Over Drive offers early and efficient planing,
exceptional upwind capability, powerful pop,
and a smooth, predictable feel.

lf. board. edge

lf. board. kite skim

A mid rocker
B locked-in flex
C COMPRESSION-MOLDED CORE

A Minimal rocker
B locked-in flex
C compression-molded core

EASY RIDING

136 x 42.5 / 146 x 45 CM

Built for rapid progression, the Edge is one
of our most unique, easy-to-ride boards.
Engineered to make board control as easy
as can be, the Edge features asymmetrical
bottom contours, including a turned-up
toeside to minimize edge catch, and a
long, single concave set towards the sharp
heelside edge, for effortless heelside bite.

LIGHT-WIND PERFORMER

54”

The Kite Skim will make any quiver a whole
lot better. Light and compact, this board has
virtually no rocker, making it the ultimate
light-wind performer. For added grip, the Kite
Skim features a removable 1-inch fin, and a
single barrel channel runs out the nose and
tail, which provides solid grip and smooth
water release. Complete with a full EVA deck.

lf. board. kite fish
LIGHT-WIND FUN

A flat rocker
B locked-in flex
C compression-molded core
5’3”
The ultimate light-wind weapon, the Kite
Fish has everything you need to have a blast
even in the most trying conditions. Virtually
indestructible, the fun and slashy Kite Fish
features a directional design, three 3.5-inch
raked surf fins for drive, and a full EVA deck
pad with inserts for straps. This board makes
OK days good, and good days just great!

lf. strap & pad. tech

Inspired by Liquid Force’s legendary wakeboarding technology, we are proud to
present the world’s most advanced strap and pad setups. The Fusion setup comes
complete with all Liquid Force twintip boards, and is available separately as well.

High Visibility

Quick Adjustment

Given the Fusion’s high-visibility orange
color, your board will call out to you after
even the hardest of crashes.

With a single Velcro quick-adjustment
strap, the seamless neoprene gusset
footstrap accommodates small to large
feet, with or without booties. Better
yet, you can easily fine-tune these
bad boys on the fly with one hand for
the perfect fit. Fusion X features dual
Velcro quick-adjustment straps.

LF Status Chassis

The Fusion is built upon the new
baseless LF Status Chassis, which
keeps the foot as low to the board
as possible for optimal response,
control, and connection. Designed to
literally fuse your feet with any setup,
the lightweight Fusion strap-andpad combo will make any board feel
like a natural, comfortable extension
of your body. Unlike most strap and
pads out there, the Fusion offers
effortless installation and maximum
adjustability that allows riders to
choose from the widest spectrum of
stance widths and angles to match
their riding style, weight, and personal
preference. Plus, the unique hole
pattern will accommodate any board
on the market.

Dual-Density EVA Footbeds

Seamless Gusseted Strap

Ultra comfortable, the seamless
neoprene footstrap features gusseted
functionality for smooth and kink-free
adjustment.

Thin and ultra-cushy, shockabsorbing dual-density EVA
footbeds offer the finest
ergonomic fit, featuring arch
and toe support, while a deep
heelcup anchors the foot deep
in the large footbed.

lf. strap & pad. fusion
ULTIMATE CONNECTION

lf. strap & pad. fusion x

COMPLETE ADJUSTABILITY

A EVA footbed
B ultra lightweight
C fits any board

A complete adjustability
B high performance comfort
C fits any board

Sizes: Small/Medium (US size 6 - 9),
Large/X-Large (US size 8 - 14)

Sizes: Small/Medium (US size 6 - 9),
Large/X-Large (US size 8 - 14)

The Fusion footpad and strap setup delivers
world-class comfort, ultimate performance,
and effortless ease of use. Offering a seamless
foot-to-board feel, the Fusion features the LF
Status Chassis for optimal response, control,
and connection. The Fusion incorporates
premium EVA shock absorption, ergonomic
support, ultra-comfortable seamless straps,
quick strap adjustment on the fly, fast and
easy installation, infinite adjustability, high
visibility color, and is compatible with every
single board on the market.

Featuring all the advanced technology,
comfort, and performance of the Fusion, the
Fusion X delivers the finest in fit, featuring a
high-visibility yellow/white color, and Zonal
Adjustment with it’s dual Velcro straps.

lf. bindings. tech
As far as legacies go in the world of kiteboarding, they don’t run
much deeper than the lineage of Liquid Force bindings. Eighteen years
ago, Liquid Force released one of the wakeboarding industry’s first
revolutionary bindings, and ever since we’ve been on a relentless
mission of innovation. Stemming from nearly two decades of
development, pro rider input, and continual refinement, for 2014
we’re proud to showcase the most extensive line of kiteboarding
bindings out there. Whether closed- or open-toe, all of our bindings
are based upon the tried and true technology, support, comfort and
performance of Liquid Force’s cutting-edge wakeboarding bindings.
The crucial difference is that our kite-specific bindings are just that —
made more convenient for kiteboarding.
Built to satisfy the needs of the world’s most demanding riders,
all Liquid Force bindings are built upon our IPX Chassis, featuring a
super-low and flex-free design, which delivers the finest, most secure
foot-to-board feel. All our bindings have a 3D-molded EVA footbed,
offering well-engineered contours and support in all the right places,
including toe-lift for lightning-quick edge control. Plus, the 2.5-degree
anatomical inward cant ensures that ankles, knees and hips all stay in
alignment for maximum comfort and performance. Our Gell Cell sole
(featured on Synergy and Vantage Kite) delivers the most advanced
shock-absorption system on the kiteboarding or wakeboarding market,
while Impact EVA (Ultra Kite, Cradle) offers pillow-soft landings as well.
Lightweight with a secure fit, the Control and Comfort liners require
no heat molding. Zonal Velcro and EZ Glide Lace systems provide
quick and easy adjustment for a custom fit, while the Articulated Cuff
(Synergy and Vantage only) allows the outer to flex independently like
a hinge over the interior liner.

lf. binding. vantage. kite
HIGH-PERFORMANCE ADJUSTABILITY

A stiff flex
B Control Liner
C Zonal Velcro
Sizes: 6-8, 8-9, 9-10, 10-11, 11-12, 12-13
Offering pro-level performance, the Vantage
Kite bindings feature a stiff flex, built upon the
Liquid Force IPX Chassis for the ultimate footto-board feel. Additionally, these bindings utilize
a gel-based shock absorption system for pillowsoft landings, 3D-molded ergonomic footbeds
for ultimate comfort, an articulated cuff for
supportive, fluid movement, and a full-wrap liner
for the perfect fit. Three Velcro power straps
provide maximum, effortless adjustability so
you can crank down the fit for an aggressive
throwdown or soften the flex to style things out.

lf. binding. synergy

AMAZING STYLE & FUNCTION

A medium flex
B Control Liner
C dual zonal adjust
Sizes: 6-8, 8-9, 9-10, 10-11, 11-12, 12-13

The Synergy delivers adjustable performance.
Offering a medium flex with optimal support,
the Synergy is built upon a flex-free IPX Chassis
for zero heel lift and the ultimate boot-to-board
synergistic feel. Additionally, these bindings
utilize a gel-based shock absorption system to
seriously cushion landings, 3D-molded ergonomic
footbeds for ultimate comfort and performance,
a molded-tongue liner with integrated J-bars for
the perfect fit, a lower lace and upper Velcro
strap for easy adjustability, and an articulated
cuff for supportive, fluid movement. The Synergy
also has an added tongue-pull for simplified entry.

lf. binding. ultra kite
LIGHTWEIGHT CONTROL

A soft flex
B control liner
C closed or open toe
sizes: 5-8, 8-10, 10-12, 12-15

Stemming from nearly two decades of
innovation, pro rider input, and relentless
refinement, the end result is the Ultra Kite —
available in open- and closed-toe versions. While
the hybrid construction offers superior control,
it also features soft flex for full range of motion.
The Ultra Kite is based upon the IPX super-low
chassis, and features an impact-dampening sole,
3D-molded ergonomic EVA footbed, our Control
Liner, and a TPU-injection upper. No other
binding in our lineup provides such a profound
lightweight combination of support, fit, and flex.

lf. binding. cradle

TIME TO TRY BINDINGS

A medium flex
B comfort liner
C Zonal Velcro
Sizes: 5-8, 8-12, 12-15
Ideal for entry to mid-level riders looking for
solid support, medium flex, and maximum
adjustability, the open-toe Cradle is perfect for
new kiters or longtime riders looking to give
bindings a try. Like all LF boots, the Cradle
utilizes a flex-free, super-low IPX chassis to
ensure ultimate heel hold and the finest footto-board feel. With an impact-dampening
sole, 3D-molded ergonomic EVA footbed, and
Liquid Force’s Comfort Liner, this binding also
features three easy-to-adjust Velcro straps for
customized fit.
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HONEYCOMB PRO
GLASS FINS:
Ultra lightweight
and strong, the
honeycomb glass
fin offers premium
performance and a
universally compatible
fin box.
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VACUUM COMPRESSED:
The Liquid Force
vacuum-bagging
process eliminates
excess resin while
creating the perfect
bond between
material layers for the
lightest and strongest
layup possible.

K

BAMBOO VENEER:
Liquid Force kitesurf
boards are constructed
with a lightweight
and durable bamboo
veneer, adding high
strength and a perfect
finish to the perfect
boards.

I

PVC DECK PATCHES:
Located under the front
and back foot, the Liquid Force High-Density
PVC Deck Patches are
engineered to withstand
the extreme forces of
kiting.

K

EPS CORE:
The Liquid Force EPS
core allows us to
achieve two important
goals: keep the weight
of the board down,
and precisely tune
the board’s flex for
optimum performance.
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Kite surfboards made for kitesurfing.
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lf. kitesurf. tech

ULTRA-GRIP EVA:
Ultra grippy EVA top
deck pads, with the
tail pad pre-installed.
Complete with
seamless neoprene
footstraps.

finish
bamboo veneer
High-Density PVC
Deck Patches

Honeycomb/Glass Fins

two layers of 6 oz fiberglass
EPS CORE (BXP3 Waterproof Core
on Carbon Railed Models)
two layers of 6 oz fiberglass
finish

lf. kitesurf. messenger.5.1

lf. kitesurf. messenger.5.5

FAST, FUN & RACY

REVOLUTIONARY DESIGN

A medium rocker
B quad fin setup
C fast outline
5’1” X 17.2” X 2.2” — 27.3 L

The Messenger features a revolutionary shape for
reduced swing weight, making strapless airs, and
tail-first landings, reverting out a whole lot easier.
When it comes to traditional down-the-line, topto-bottom kitesurfing, this fast-responding board
packs a whole lot of high-performance into a
small, efficient and potent shape. Complete with
honeycomb/glass fins.

A medium rocker
B quad fin setup
C added buoyancy
5’5” x 18.5” X 2.5” — 28.5 L
The 5’5” Messenger features more volume
and added glide, making it the perfect setup
for depowered ripping and for heavier riders.
With its enhanced width and long rail lines,
the 5’5” feels about six inches bigger, yet
delivers the extremely quick response you’d
expect from a small board. Complete with
honeycomb/glass fins.

lf. kitesurf. cj.5.9

lf. kitesurf. quickness.6.0

A high rocker
B quad fin setup
C drivey & loose

A low entry rocker
B 3 + 2 Fin setup
C powerful & fast

ULTIMATE VERSATILITY

5’9” X 18” X 2” — 23.5 L

The CJ is one well-rounded, badass board — in
big smooth side-off conditions to sloppy beach
break peaks. Designed to be ridden with or
without power from the kite, this quad-fin setup
features a narrow outline and medium rocker line
with shallow single concave for fast, powerful
performance and a loose, drivey feel. Complete
with pre-installed EVA tailpad and straps.
Available in two different cores (BXP3 or EPS).

carbon rails

PURE SURF

6’0” X 18.6” X 2.2” — 27.3 L

A true surfboard, featuring a full nose, and low
rocker for efficient upwind riding, the Quickness
6’0” has a slight tail rocker pulled from the middle
towards the back, which delivers pivotal, snappy
performance. Complete with a 3+2 fin setup
(thruster or quad). And when there’s little to no
power in the kite, this board won’t bog down.
Equipped with EVA deckpads and straps, the
Quickness excels in all conditions of surf.

lf. kitesurf. little phatty.4.10

lf. kitesurf. fcd. 5.7

A ultra-flat
B quad fin setup
C light-wind fun

A low entry rocker
B quad fin setup
C deep single concave

4’10” X 20 15/16” X 2.2” — 26.4 L

5’7” X 17 1/8” X 2” — 20.74 L

SLOPPY FUN

Featuring high volume in a compact size, the
Little Phatty makes small sloppy surf and
light-wind breezes super fun. With a full nose
and classic diamond-tail shape, the Little
Phatty offers powered riding and snappy
turns, making it a nimble and versatile board
that can hold its own even when the wind and
waves kick up.

carbon rails

POWERED MAGIC

The Fletcher Chouinard Designed (FCD) is built
for speed in small, medium and large surf.
Featuring a low rocker entry and deep rail-torail concave through the squash tail, this narrow
board rides smooth and picks up quickly so you
can put yourself on the magic spot of any wave,
whether you’re riding in onshore slop or pulling
in for the barrel of your life.

carbon rails

lf. kitesurf. slice. 5.10
THRUSTER ADVANTAGE

A medium/low rocker
B thruster fin setup
C vertical riding
5’10” X 18 1/4” X 2.2” — 25.31 L

The Slice is designed to shred everything from
reeling reef sets to barreling point breaks to
mushy beachbreak peaks. Built by riders whose
first priority is shredding waves, the Slice features
volume around the middle for maximum float and
speed, while its rail outline of a bigger board offers
hold and drive and the tucked-in moontail delivers
the pivotal turning of a smaller board.

carbon rails

lf. kitesurf. joystick. 6.0

HARD CHARGING

A low entry rocker
B quad fin setup
C fast down the line
6’0” X 18 5/8” X 2.2” — 26.29 L

Tuned to charge heavy slabs and massive surf,
the Joystick is the perfect board for fearless riders. With it’s narrow outline and slightly pulled-in
dims, the Joystick offers fast maneuverability and
smooth carving performance. This dynamite stick
also features a mini swallowtail with a deep single
concave and a responsive flex pattern, while the
quad fin setup offers added drive and grip.

carbon rails

lf. harness. tech

From newbies to world-class athletes, Liquid
Force offers a range of harnesses for all style
and performance preferences. We’ve got the
whole spectrum on tap: waist harness, women’sspecific harness, seat harness, and a boardshort
harness. Teeming with high-end design, our
harnesses offer a variety of support, comfort
and safety features, including thermoformed
EVA internal back mold for a precise fit, highly
contoured precurved outer for optimal back
support, padded and precurved EVA spreader
bar, spreader bar hold-down strap, dual safety
leash releases, Liquid Force’s No-Rash technology, hook knife, D-ring leash attachments, highstrength back handle, comfortable and adjustable leg straps, and the exclusive Liquid Force
Locking Cam Strap for one-time harness adjustment. Whether you’re looking for high-end support, performance, comfort, style, flexibility or
fit, you will find it in our robust line of harnesses.

lf. harness. supreme

lf. harness. prime

A high back
B locking cam strap
C pre-curved spreader bar

A low cut
B thermoformed eva back
C supple fit

MAXIMUM SUPPORT

Sizes: S / M / L / XL

All new for 2014, the Supreme harness delivers supreme fit, comfort, and support. Offering
a full outline and higher back, this harness delivers increased support, as well as dual safety
leash releases, the exclusive Liquid Force Locking Cam Strap, and all of the premium features
found in the new Liquid Force harnesses.

ULTRA FREE

Sizes: S / M / L / XL

All new for 2014, the low-cut Prime harness is
so comfortable that you might feel a bit naked
wearing it. Offering supple, tight-fitting, flexible
and supportive performance, the Prime delivers
superior fit and function, as well as dual safety
leash releases, the exclusive Liquid Force Locking Cam Strap, and all of the premium features
found in the new Liquid Force harnesses.

lf. harness. luxury

lf. harness. comp

A thermoformed support
B precurved spreader bar
C easy entry & exit

A flexible fit
B anti-rash technology
C pre-curved spreader bar

LUXURIOUS COMFORT

Sizes: S / M / L / XL

Stabilizing the back for long sessions of hardcharging kiting, the Luxury features the finest
in comfort and support. Featuring extra padding
and a higher waist, the Luxury is the recliner
of kiteboarding. Infused with ergonomic lumbar
support for unwavering stability, get ready for
the longest, most comfortable sessions of your
life with the Luxury.

COMPETITION LEVEL FIT & FUNCTION

Sizes: S / M / L / XL

Thought out like no other, the Comp harness
offers a cushy, ergonomic, performance-based
fit. Teeming with high-end traits, such as a
lightweight 3D thermoformed EVA wrap, integrated rash-prevention technology, and a soft
supple feel, the Comp delivers the ultimate in
comfort, security, and performance.

lf. harness. bliss

BLISSFUL COMFORT & PERFORMANCE

A fits women’s curves
B pre-curved back
C anti-rash technology
Sizes: S / M / L / XL
Engineered with curvy, contoured female
anatomy in mind, the Bliss packs high-end harness technology into one heavenly, women’sspecific package. Featuring a smaller outline,
extra-shapely design, minimally sized spreader
bar, and lower-positioned lumbar support, the
Bliss delivers truly wonderful comfort and performance.

lf. harness. cruzer seat

SUPPORTIVE COMFORT

A high back design
B comfy leg loops
C easy adjustment
Sizes: S / M / L / XL
Ideal for any rider looking for the ultimate support of a seat harness, the Cruzer features a
unique high-back design. Entirely new for 2014,
this bomber harness delivers a low pull, vital leverage, and an efficient feel, making it a top
choice for schools and freeriders.

lf. harness. styler. boardshort
STYLISH PERFORMANCE

A seat harness
B removable neoprene liner
C easy entry & exit
Sizes: S / M / L / XL

A fashionable boardshort-harness hybrid, the
Styler Boardshort Harness blends great looks
and comfortable function into a sleek low-profile design. The lightest boardshort harness on
the market, the Styler hangs well past the knee
and features a simple buckle system, removable
neoprene liner, and a spreader bar pull between
that of a waist and seat harness. The ultimate
in stylish versatility.

lf. vest. supreme

lf. vest. profile

A ergonomic float
B easy entry
C reversible

A safety-packed
B high flotation
C extreme visibility

Sizes: S / M / L / XL

Sizes: S / M / L / XL

Fully reversible, the Supreme Impact Vest features
a moderate foam filling for impact protection and
confidence-building flotation. Extremely functional,
this vest integrates seamlessly with a waste or seat
harness and its low-profile fit offers comfortable,
unrestricted mobility. An ergonomically curved zipper allows for easy one-handed entry and exit, while
the grip strips ensure a no-slip harness fit.

Offering the ultimate in impact protection and
flotation, the Liquid Force Profile Vest delivers
more buoyancy than any other kite impact vest on
the market. Inspiring off-shore security, the Profile
integrates seamlessly with a waste or seat harness.
Featuring a double-track zipper, shoulder adjustment,
and power band closure for multiple size options,
this functional vest also comes with a hook knife and
emergency whistle for rider safety or kite school use.

lf. bags
Whether you’re traveling to Cambodia or Ground Coffee in Hood River, Oregon,
USA, we’ve got a high-quality gear/travel bag for every occasion. From surf and
“golf” bags to luggage, backpacks, and even a changing pad, Liquid Force’s line
of bags offer everything you could ever need, including heavy duty wheels, reinforced handles and board padding to laptop sleeves, insulated coolers, and PVC
nametag holder. Featuring durable construction and convenient sizing to fit all
your gear, you can’t go wrong with a Liquid Force bag.
world
surf traveler
coffin bag
lf golf bag

lf duffel
overhead duffel
backpack
lf changing pad

lf. support

For worldwide support, feel free to contact one of our valued
international distributors for some LF love.
AFRICA:
CAPE VERDE
SalBeachClub LDA.
ponduskite@gmail.com
Ph: 002389554918
MAURITIUS
High Wind LTD
legal@intnet.mu
Ph: 2304504038
SOUTH AFRICA
Amped Ltd
kyle@liquidforce.co.za
Ph: 27114652686
ASIA & SOUTH PACIFIC:

AUSTRALIA
ML Watersports
info@mlwatersports.com.au
Ph: 61738899100
JAPAN
MK Surf
kaito.matsuo@gmail.com
Ph: 819045834993
EUROPE:
AUSTRIA
Unhooked Distributions
www.unhooked.at
office@unhooked.at
Ph: 00436505114424

BELARUS
Naimark Dzmitry Byelorussia
mitek.ace@gmail.com
Ph: 00375296404404
CZECH REPUBLIC
Water Sport s.r.o.
jiri@wsmail.cz
Ph: 00420608444727
DENMARK
Boardpunx Distribution
www.liquidforce.dk
info@liquidforce.dk
Ph: +45 35145678
ESTONIA
OÜ ALLEAA
www.alleaa.ee
andreas@swb.ee
Ph: 00372 52 55 666
FINLAND
Orimattila
www.netsport.fi
info@netsport.fi
Ph: 00358407558877
FRANCE
Boardpunx Distribution
www.liquidforce.dk
info@liquidforce.dk
Ph: +45 35145678

GERMANY
Boardpunx Distribution
www.liquidforce.de
info@liquidforce.de
Ph: 494619789560

SPAIN
Jorcani S.L.
www.jorcani.com
watersports@jorcani.com
Ph: 0034932312189

GREECE
George Argiriadis
bessmarkopoulou@hotmail.com
Ph: 00306972855593

SWEDEN
Surf-Lab
www.surf-lab.se
info@surf-lab.se
Ph: 4676183878

ITALY
SID SAS di Andrea Orsi Cruz
www.sportmission.com
frigerio.emanuele@gmail.com
Ph: 0039 0236591569
LATVIA
SIA ‘’Enter dizains’’
davis@enterdizains.lv
Ph: 00371 29410089
NORWAY
Fluid No.
magnus@fluid.no
Ph: 4798219493
RUSSIA
Light Aviation
www.liquidforce.ru
motya@liquidforce.ru
Ph: 007 9262040095
SLOVENIA
PB-Trade d.o.o.
info@infinitysport.net
Ph: +386 5 3333 537

SWITZERLAND
Tropical Sunset
www.liquidforcekites.ch
info@liquidforcekites.ch
Ph: 0041323311212
TURKEY
GO KOVA RUZG AR LTD. STI
www.gokovaruzgar.com
info@gokovaruzgar.com
Ph: 0090 536 6249198
UK
Ultra Sport
andy@ultrasporteu.com
Ph: 441332813150
UKRAINE
Extreme Style/Grand X
dima@eltrade.com.ua
Ph: 380444286533

SOUTH AMERICA:
ARGENTINA / URUGUAY / PARAGUAY
2nd Wind Sports
rama@secondwind.com.ar
Ph: 5491131634992
BRAZIL
Flow Distribution
brunotp@gmail.com
Ph: 556130321474
CHILE
Wet Fly
rparot@wetfly.cl
Ph: 5523701048
VENEZUALA
ICMA Trading
Marm78@gmail.com
Ph: 584140401204
USA & CANADA:
Liquid Force Kiteboarding
Liquidforcekites.com
kite@liquidforce.com
760 943 8364

International Support Athletes :
Adam Rodriguez – USA
Alex Campet – France
Beau Blake – Australia
Brent Coles – Australia
Brian Smith - USA
Brian Wheeler – USA
Chad Worrall- USA
Chris Wardell – Australia
Claire Lutz – USA
David Vado – Mexico
Declan McCarthy – Australia
Eric Worrall - USA
Finn Behrens – Germany
George Dufty – UK
Graham Howes – South Africa
Harry Hayes – Australia
Henning Sandstrom – Sweden
Jakob Appel - Denmark
Jan Schiegnitz – Germany
Joanna Kowalska – Poland
Juan Pablo Diban – Chile
Katie Potter – Australia
Kurtis Hill – Australia
Luis Avila - Mexico
Matt Pearce - UK
Matthew Camilleri – Australia
Moehau Goold – Tahiti
Nico Suriel – Dominican Republic
Nils Wesch - Germany
Noe Mixtli – Mexico
Samy Marins – Brazil
Sensi Graves – USA
Thomas Albsbirk - Denmark
Titik – Cape Verde

PHOTOS BY:
Lukas Prudky
Jens Hogenkamp
Vincent Bergeron
Jason Wolcott

LiquidForceKites.com
facebook.com/LiquidForceKB
twitter.com/LiquidForceKB
instagram.com/LiquidForceKites
LiquidForceKites.tumblr.com

